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Jacques Vessery 
 Jacques (Jack) Vesery is an 
artisan from Damariscotta, Maine who 
creates turned art pieces.  Jack tries to 
evoke the spirit of nature in his work.  
He is greatly influenced by the source of 
his medium – the living tree and the 
great circle which is life.  The colors and 
natural textures reflect the past and pre-
sent, growth and history, which is a cir-
cle.  They close the gap, coming around 
full circle, forming a balance for him 
which cannot be found in squares. 

 After serving as a submariner 
in the Navy, Jack became a scrim-
shander in Hawaii and later, Cape Cod.  
He then served as a forest ranger and 
fire warden in northern New Jersey.  A self-taught 
artist, Jack now works in wood, a more substantial 
and environmentally sound medium. 

 Currently, Jack is an advisor to the 
American Association of Woodturners, a mem-
ber of the American Craft Council and past member 
of the Executive Board of the Maine Crafts Associa-
tion.  In addition, he teaches, lectures and demon-
strates both woodturning and design – privately and 
publicly throughout the world.  Jack and his wife 
Minda Gold and their sons Isaac and Jonah enjoy 
living, working and playing in “Maine – the way life 
should be.” 

 Morning Session: 

 Jack uses the wood as a “canvas.”  He 
feels that a piece being large may not be the best.  
He suggests taking a large piece and dividing it into 
several pieces and then turning each in the best 
possible way to portray the optimum shape and 
grain patterns.  Jack makes many “canvasses” of 

wood over a period of weeks.  He then 
may not turn for six months or a year.  
During that period he works his 
“canvasses.” 

 Jack uses a Stubby 1000 
lathe.  He sets his tool rest below 
center to get a proper tool angle.  He 
begins with a roughing gouge to shape 
the cylindrical piece which in this dem-
onstration was end grain green cherry.  
To prepare this piece or “canvas” Jack 
shaped it to a semi-finished form.  (He 
may do a dozen of one shape.  These 
are his “canvasses.”)  Jack turns both 
right and left-handed.  This enables 
him to get to numerous areas of the 

piece with greater ease and comfort.  He then 
turned a spigot on the headstock end of the piece 
with a swept-back bowl gouge.  This permitted it to 
be used as a shear scraper as well as a parting tool.  
Jack then developed the form as much as possible.  
He left as much mass as possible on the foot end of 
the piece to maintain strength and stability.  (When 
sharpening in his shop he uses a high-speed 
grinder with eighty grit aluminum oxide six-inch 
wheels.  He does not use a jig and usually re-
moves the tool from the handle when sharpen-
ing.  He forms steep sides to the flute.  This pro-
vides a cutting edge that remains sharp for 
longer periods.) 

 Jack then cleaned or refined the surface of 
the piece to eliminate divots or flat areas.  If these 
are not eliminated the carving process will not be as 
effective.  He carves rather than sands.  He then 
removed the piece from between centers and 
placed the spigot previously formed in the Axmin-
ster chuck.  This provides greater holding power on 
the piece even if it is fifteen inches high and twelve 
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inches in diameter.  This holds the piece on the outer surfaces and transmits the holding strength to the 
headstock.  Jack then made a plunge cut in the center of the piece.  He put a piece of tape on the drill bit 
to show the determined depth of the center hole.  He prepped the spot for the bit with the gouge.  It was 
then drilled.  The one-quarter inch bowl gouge was used to initially open the vessel via the drill hole.  He was 
able to develop most of the lower portion of the piece entirely with the one-quarter inch gouge.  He used a 
modified parfait spoon to remove shavings (note:  the green cherry was cut six months ago – stored in 
Tupperware and occasionally wet down with lemon juice to prevent molding.)  The interior shoulder was 
formed with a small boring device and a modified Stewart scraper.  The interior was then further developed.  
At this point the wall thickness was only one-half way completed.  Further hollowing was not done due to time 
restraints.  The piece was then sprayed with lemon juice and placed in a plastic bag to be used later in the 
demonstration.  Wall thickness is determined by what the finished process will be.  For smaller pieces one-
eighth to three-sixteenth inch wall thickness is desired.  This is gauged by simply feeling the wall thickness.  
In the deeper portion of the vessel this can be inaccurate so if you think you need to go thinner – DON’T! 

 A waste block was then put in the chuck and a cone turned to be inserted in the opening of the 
above turned piece.  The tailstock was replaced and the piece placed between centers and the remaining 
excess wood removed from the bottom of the vessel.  (In his shop, Jack uses a microwave.  He places the 
piece in for 15-30 seconds and then lets it cool on a shelf or in a bag.)  He uses a depth gauge made from an 
old radio or T.V. antenna that is the telescoping type.  The bottom of the foot was then formed and the final 
shape refined.  The size of the foot should be about the same size as the opening in the top or somewhat 
smaller.  The foot was then hollowed and a small nub left so that later the piece could be returned to between 
centers.  The nub should be below the level of the foot of the piece.  The piece is then put away for drying.  
Small cracks formed during drying can be repaired with CA glue – BUT…DO NOT wood-burn any signifi-
cant CA glue areas because the fumes are toxic.  

 Next Jack placed a waste block in the chuck.  Using CA glue a burl circular piece was glued to the 
waste block.  This piece was trued-up using a parting tool.  Jack then measured the open end of the vessel 
that will accept the ring.  The ring was then turned to fit in the open end.  It was then refined so that it 
would appear to be part of the final form and not just sitting on top.  The center of the ring was then removed 
and the ring parted off.  Usually the ring would be placed in another chuck on another lathe and the interior of 
the ring refined – then completed.  This completed the morning session. 

  The afternoon session began with a very interesting slide show presentation of Jack’s background 
and his work.  Again he stressed that he almost never completes a single piece from beginning to end.  
He works on numerous pieces doing similar work on each.  He feels this increases quality and decreases 
boredom. 

 Jack then discussed an issue that was brought up during the lunch break – microwaving for dry-
ness.  He starts with 30 seconds at high heat then lets the piece cool at room temperature.  He then places it 
back in the microwave.  This may be done two or three times.  Then two weeks later he puts it back in the 
microwave.  When the piece is removed he holds his eyeglass lens over it to check for any steam com-
ing out.  If little or none the piece is dry enough.  In general, the larger the piece the longer the drying period. 

 Next Jack discussed the carving techniques.  The first was reciprocating and the second rotary.  
Reciprocating carving was done with the Weecheer tool.  Flexcut cutters were used – the basic set of four 
being good initial choice.  Flexible shafts should not be severely bent and the motor drive should be at a com-
fortable level.  The shaft should be lubricated.  Jack first demonstrated leaf carving – from upper to lower ar-
eas on the piece (whereas in feather carving it is from the lower to the upper areas of the piece).  Jack al-
ways carves holding the piece and free handing the design.  Different cutter tips will alter the carving appear-
ance. 
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  A very special thanks to Jacques Ve-
sery, from Damariscotta, Maine, our demonstrator 
for April.  Jacques shared much of his turning and 
texturing skills that have made his work find its way 
into most of the big woodturning collections in the 
world.  Each month at our meetings, I am amazed 
to learn how much different the tools and tech-
niques for turning wood are from one demonstrator 
to the next.  The conclusion that I have reached is 
that there are many right ways to turn 
and………Yes, there are wrong ways!  I also con-
clude that all cutting tools are steel and must be 
very sharp.  

 

  This month’s demonstrator will be Chris 
Stott for England.  Chris turned professional in the 
early 1980s and created turned items to sell a craft 
fairs and shows.  About 10 years later he moved to 
the area of teaching and demonstrating.  Since 
changing focus he has created nine videos cover-
ing many aspects of turning.  Most of his videos can 
be found in Carolina Mountain Woodturners won-
derful library.  Chris now travels around the world 
sharing his vast knowledge of turning wood.  We 
are very lucky to have Chris as our demonstrator on 
May 15th. 

  
 The Freedom Pen Project is about 
ready to wind down.  Joe Ruminski is hoping to 
have all the pens turned in at this months meeting 
so we can send them to be distributed to our ser-
vice men and women overseas.  If you haven’t fin-
ished yours yet, head for the shop and get them 
finished.  We hope to announce that we have 
passed our goal of 500 at the meeting.  Thank you 
to all that have made pens.  This is a very worth-
while project. 

 

  It is now time to register for the AAW 
Symposium that will be held in Orlando, Florida, 
July 23 to 25.  Register early, by May 15th and save!  
Three days of non-stop demonstrations by the best 
turners in the world, a Trade Show of all the latest in 
turning tools, wood, and supplies, and the Instant 
Gallery that is worth the cost of admission!  For 
more information on the Symposium, go to 
www.woodturner.org/sym/sym2004/ . If you are not 
already a member of AAW, please consider joining.  
To make joining easier, we will collect your AAW 
applications and $35.00 at our meetings and send 
them in as a group.   

  

 CMW, as mentioned earlier, has one of the 
best libraries on woodturning and it is 
growing on a regular basis.  We invite each of you to 
take advantage of your membership and rent from 
the library. All the money that is received from the 
rental of these items goes back into buying more 
for the library.  

 

  If you are looking for CMW shirts or 
belt buckles, you need to track down Bob Fisher 
at one of our meetings.  The new belt buckles are in 
and look fabulous!   

 

  I look forward to seeing you on May 15th 
at the Folk Art Center for another day of woodturn-
ing. 

     Warren 

 

 Warren Carpenter 
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Demonstration Schedule:    
 
May ’04  Chris Stott (England) 
June ‘04 Alain Mailland (France) 
July ‘04     Christian Burchard (Oregon) 
August ‘04 Michael Mocho (New Mexico) 
Sept ‘ 04   Auction (4th Saturday Sept. 25th) 
Oct ‘04  Trent Bosch (Colorado) 
Nov ‘04  Andi Wolfe (Ohio) 
Dec ‘04  Nick Cook (Georgia) 
Jan ‘05  Mark Gardner (North Carolina) 

 Above and Beyond—Donors to Carolina Mountain  Woodturners, Inc. 2004 

Patrons    ($1000)  John Hill and William Durant 

Supporter ($100)          Bill Crum, Pete D’Angona, Lee Eldredge, Leon Galloway, Robert Gunther, Bob Heltman, Bill 
Hyatt, Ray Jones, Jim Kilton, Fred Kay, Carlos Kennedy, Dan Kurkendall, Ron Lane, Fred Lindsay, Dick Miller, Doug 
Nesbitt, Bill Pate, Lloyd Rothouse, Jim Soder, Charles Watson, Glenn Winston, Bud Zalesky. 

 Chip carving was then demonstrated on dry cherry.  Chip carving gives a hammered texture to the 
wood surface.  The trick here is to be as random as possible.  You do not want to change the shape of the 
piece – only the surface.  Once charged the tips are then dragged through the pre-formed grooves that corre-
spond to the cutter tip shapes. 

 Rotary carving was then discussed.  Jack prefers to use a foot control pedal to change power and 
speed.  He uses rotary carving in preparation for burning.  After rotary carving he uses a sanding drum to 
soften the carving lines.  At this point he uses a pencil to draw lines to form the burnt feathers’ (right or left) 
center quill lines.  Jack then burns in the feather pattern.  He uses the Detail-Master with 150-watt power.  A 
computer fan is used to blow the smoke away.  Jack then carved away the shoulder of each quill using a 
teardrop cutter with the tip ground off.  This gives a sharper cutting edge.  The outline of the feather was 
burned and then more details of each were formed.  A bronze brush is used to get debris out of the grooves 
after burning.  For smaller objects 320 or 400 grit paper is used lightly on the surface.  To sign your name 
with the burner use a very fine tip – cut the power down – go slowly. 

 Coloring was then discussed.  Jack always starts with black India ink.  It is applied with a 
toothbrush.  The entire vessel is coated.  The air hose is used to blast the ink into the grooves.  He uses a 
Corian palate and acrylic paints of varying viscosity.  He starts with flat sheens and works up to the texture 
his wants.  The paint is applied with a short brush.  The heavier tones are used first.  He uses foam brushes 
that have been trimmed to a point.  He loads the brush – then unloads it – then highlights the piece with pro-
gressively lighter tones to highlight the raised areas. 

 The last item covered was gold leafing.  A very slow drying varnish is used.  The leaf is then applied 
over the varnish.  Dust can be a real problem due to the slow drying varnish.  You have to wait for the varnish 
to dry just the right amount before applying the leaf.  There is a very narrow window in which to apply the 
leaf.  Jack uses 2-3 coats of leaf to achieve maximum brightness.  He uses various shades of gold leafing 
which can be obtained from Stepp Leaf Company. 

 This completed a wonderful demonstration.  A video will be available in the club library in June 2004. 

             Bob Gunther 
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 CMW Belt Buckles in Silver Brass 
Contact Bob Fisher - Cost $20.00 
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CAROLINA MOUNTAIN

Carolina Mountain Woodturners, an AAW Chapter, meets on the third Saturday of each month from 10 AM 
to 4 PM at the Folk Art Center on the historic Blue Ridge Parkway just South of mile marker 382.  We host a 
woodturning demonstration (every month except September) in the Center’s auditorium at no charge for 
the day-long demonstration.  Since our inception in December 1999, CMW has proudly hosted the 
following demonstrators from around the world: Rodger Jacobs, Bill Johnston, Brad Packard, Ray Key, 
Rude Osolnik, Michael Hosaluk, Mark St.Leger (Twice), John Jordan, Mark Gardner, Nick Cook, Don Olson, 
Betty Scarpino, Alan Hollar, Stoney Lamar, Bonnie Klein, Rex Burningham, Trent Bosch, Jean-Francois 
Escoulen, Soren Berger, Lane Phillips, Charles Farrar, Willard Baxter, Bobby Clemons, Mike Mahoney, Jim 
McPhail, ,  Tom Crabb, Ron Fleming, David Ellsworth, Mick O’Donnell, Larry Hasiak , Alan Lacer, Elvie Jack-
son, Dave Hout, Dennis Liggett,  Binh Pho, Al Stirt, Gary Sanders, Michael Lee, Chris Ramsey, Pat Ma-
tranga, and Bruce Hoover and Nelson Cassinger, Mark Sfirri, J. Paul Fennell, Lyle Jamieson and Jacques 
Vessery. 

 


